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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED 104-10440-10024
SECRET 261592

PRIORITY DIR INFO GIVIA CITE BERN 2523
RYBAT OPFLOOR REF BERN 2519 (TO BE)

1. MORNING 2 DECEMBER ODENVY REP FINALLY RECD GUIDANCE FROM ODENVY HQS WHICH ASKED HIM PROCEED ALONG LINES REF. MATTER DISCUSSED WITH ABN AND DCM AND CABLE TO DEPT VIA KUBARK CHANNELS BEING PREPARED WHEN INANITION ADVISED THAT INFO FROM LAUSANNE (PRESUMABLY FROM PHONE COVERAGE) SHOWED THAT GIBSON PLANS LEAVE SUISSE 2 OR 3 DECEMBER AND TRAVEL TO FRANCE.

2. GIBSON ADDRESSES FRANCE AS FOLLOWS. OFFICE, PARIS BUREAU OF "REVOLUTION", PHONE ELYSEE 66-44. PRIVATE, 26 AVENUE SIMON BOLIVAR, APT 674, PARIS XIX.

3. REFER TO HQS RE FURTHER ACTION RE GIBSON. WILL CONTINUE MONITOR ANDERSSON AND "REVOLUTION" IN CONNECTION WITH OUR LCHARVEST PROGRAM.

SECRET

C/S Comments: ODENVY (1) rep seeking his headquarters
asking approval for approach to Gibson; if made, done
within Consular context and by genuine consul.